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Warpaint
By Alicia Foster

Penguin Books Ltd, United Kingdom, 2013. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 234 x 153 mm.
Language: N/A. Brand New Book. Warpaint by Alicia Foster is a compelling tale of truth and lies,
tragedy and black comedy, loosely based on the lives of four painters of the time. England, 1942: a
dark world of conflict, hardship and subterfuge where information is a matter of life and death and
art has become a weapon. In a gothic villa deep in the woods near Bletchley Park, the Black
propaganda team use intelligence to make propaganda designed to demoralise the enemy. For
Vivienne Thayer, employed as an artist at the villa, the war has worked out well so far, she has an
indulgent husband and a new lover. And while the government quibbles over what cannot be
shown officially, at the villa there are no such restrictions - but where does the subterfuge end?
Meanwhile, on the Home Front, three women painters - Laura Knight, Faith Farr and Cecily Browne have been tasked by the War Artist s Advisory Committee with recording wartime life, brightening
the existence of a public starved of culture, and summoning up the bulldog spirit in their art.
Together they...
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Reviews
These kinds of pdf is the ideal ebook accessible. Of course, it is actually play, nevertheless an interesting and amazing literature. I realized this publication
from my i and dad suggested this book to find out.
-- Ms. Ruth Wisozk
Extremely helpful for all class of folks. It is really simplified but excitement from the 50 percent of your ebook. You wont sense monotony at at any moment
of your time (that's what catalogs are for about if you check with me).
-- Prof. Zachary Pollich V
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